CASINO DU LIBAN

♠♥♦♣ THREE CARD PRIME ♠♥♦♣
Three Card Prime Poker is exactly what it sounds like; a 3-card poker game. It features three ways to
play and three ways to win. The Player may bet against the dealer, bet on the value of their cards, and
bet on the color of the cards dealt.
The basic idea is that the player begins by placing an Ante bet and any optional side bets, is dealt three
cards, and asked to examine his hand. He can either place a ‘Play’ bet equal to their ‘Ante’ or they can
fold. If the Player folds, their hand is still used to determine the outcome of any side bets the player
made. Once all ‘Play’ bets are made, the Dealer’s 3-card hand is revealed. The best 3-card poker hand
wins and any side bets are reconciled.
The dealer needs a Queen high or better to qualify.
THE BETS
The Ante and Play Bets:
These bets are played against the Dealer. The Dealer needs at least a Queen or better to qualify. If the
Dealer does not qualify the Player wins even money on the Ante, and the Play bet pushes. If the Dealer
does qualify, the hands are compared and the best 3-card hand will win. The Ante and Play bets pay
even money unless the Player wins with a straight, Trips or Straight Flush whereby an Ante Bonus is
paid to the Player.
The Ante Bonus:
An additional feature is the Ante Bonus. The Ante Bonus is paid to the Ante bet when the player wins
with a straight, Trips or Straight Flush.
Straight: Three cards in sequence.

Pays 1 to 1
Trips: Three cards of the same rank

Pays 4 to 1
Straight Flush: Three cards of the same suit in sequence.

Pays 5 to 1
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The Optional Bets:
‘Pair Plus’:
Pair plus is an optional side bet placed at the same time as the initial Bet; (before any cards of ‘the
initial’ deal are dealt). This bet cannot be played on its own. The Player must have an initial bet on the
box in order for him to play that ‘Pair Plus’ is a bet on the possibility that the cards dealt to a Player
will form a winning hand of a Pair, Flush, Straight, Trips or Straight Flush.
If the cards do not form any of the winning poker hands proposed, then the ‘Pair Plus’ bet loses.
Pair:

Flush: Three cards of the same suit.

Pays 1 to 1

Pays 4 to 1

Straight: Three cards in sequence.

Trips: Three cards of the same rank

Pays 6 to 1

Pays 33 to 1

Straight Flush: Three cards of the same suit in sequence.

Pays 35 to 1
‘Prime’:
Prime is an optional side bet placed at the same time as the initial Bet; (before any cards of ‘the initial’
deal are dealt). This bet cannot be played on its own. The Player must have an initial bet on the box in
order for him to play that bet.
‘Prime’ is a bet on the possibility that the cards dealt to a Player are all the same color. If the Dealer’s
cards are also that same color it pays more.
If the cards are not all the same color then the ‘Prime’ bet loses.
The Winning hands of a Prime are paid according to the following odds:
Player Cards Same Color:

Player Cards and Dealer Cards Same Color:

Pays 3 to 1

Pays 4 to 1

Blind Bets:
Anyone who plays more than one box must play the second and subsequent boxes blind. When playing
a blind box the player must play ANTE, PLAY and any desired side bet before any card is drawn.
IN THE EVENT OF A DISPUTE THE INSPECTOR’S DECISION SHALL BE FINAL
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